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The Chevrolet S is a compact pickup truck that was produced by Chevrolet. It was the first
domestically built compact pickup of the big three American automakers. When it was first
introduced as a "quarter-ton pickup" in for the model year, the GMC version was known as the S
and later renamed the GMC Sonoma. A high-performance version was released in and given the
name of GMC Syclone. The pickup was also sold by Isuzu as the Hombre from through , but
only in North America. An electric version was leased as a fleet vehicle in and Together, these
pickups are often referred to as the S-series. The S-Series ended production in Brazil in , being
replaced by the Chevrolet Colorado , but still with the name S However, the Arab oil embargo
forced GM to consider designing a domestically produced compact pickup truck. The first
S-series pickups were introduced in for the model year. The base engine manufactured in Japan
and imported was a 1. The Chevrolet and GMC models were identical apart from the grille,
tailgate and assorted insignia. An extended cab called the "Club Coupe" and "Insta-Trac"
four-wheel drive were added the next year along with two new engines - a 2. The sport utility S
Blazer and S Jimmy debuted for ; GM was the first to introduce the compact sport utility,
followed by Ford and then Jeep in Following the popularity of the Jeep Cherokee , 4-door SUV
variants were introduced in March as models alongside the badge-engineered Oldsmobile
Bravada. New heavy-duty and off-road suspensions appeared in along with a hydraulic clutch,
while the big news for was the discontinuation of the Cavalier 's 2. The OHV-derived 2. A
much-welcomed 4. The GMC Syclone also appeared that year. The Sonoma GT bowed in Added
to this was the 4. This generation's last year was The S Baja is an optional appearance package
that was put on any four-wheel drive S regular-cab with short-box, regular-cab with long box
and extended-cab with short box from to Extra cost Baja options included a cargo-net end-gate,
aluminum "Outlaw" wheels and a special box-mounted spare tire carrier with aluminum wheel.
In , two-tone paint schemes were available, as well as additional exterior features such as a
wraparound front bumper with fog lamps, lower body ground-effects moldings and wheel flares,
a flush-fitting tailgate valance, rear roll pan state laws permitting , and "Cameo" lettering on the
doors and tailgate. Debuting in , the GMC Sonoma GT was a performance package available on
the two-wheel drive regular cab short bed Sonoma and was offered as an alternative lower
priced version of its predecessor, the Syclone. The Sonoma GT was powered by an enhanced
Vortec non turbocharged 4. Because the Sonoma GT wasn't built as a track oriented speed
demon like the Syclone, it still retained its payload capacity and towing ratings meaning that
you could still use it like a pickup truck if you so desired. While sharing the same front and rear
bumper as the Syclone and future GMC Typhoon , the aero package did not have as much of an
aggressive look as the Syclone but still featured bumperettes, lower door skirts, and rear
quarter bed corners to round out the cladding package. GMC also decided to follow through
with the Syclone theme into the interior which featured the same black and red piping door
inserts and bucket seats â€” sans any headrest logo the Syclone featured embroidered
headrest logos , along with the same center console and shifter as seen in the Syclone. The
gauge cluster was also the same setup, however due to the non turbo-charged powerplant of
the Sonoma GT, the boost gauge is not included in the RPM cluster. Only Sonoma GTs were
ever produced in a variety of colors such as the standard monochromatic black, apple red,
white, aspen blue, teal, and forest green. Some and Sonomas came with a factory equipped L35
W-code engine. For no specialty labeling or limited edition tags were known to be used with the
W-code engine. Production totals for these vehicles are unknown. The Syclone was a high
performance package for the model year. It came with all-wheel drive, 4-wheel anti-lock brakes,
a 4. Production was limited to just units. The second-generation trucks arrived for the model
year. All of the special models the Syclone, Typhoon, and Sonoma GT were discontinued, but
the changes to the pickup brought it in line with its major competitor the Ford Ranger. The Iron
Duke 4-cylinder and 2. In compliance with the Clean Air Act , all second generation Ss and
Sonomas equipped with air conditioning used CFC-free Ra refrigerant beginning in the model
year. The all new S didn't offer any airbag, presumably as a temporary measure to economize
the introduction of the new body styles, as well as to gradually phase out steering wheel
designs that didn't accommodate for airbags, though the vehicle itself was slated for airbag
capability. Many of the chassis components were the same as the first generation the control
arms between the first and second generation were the same, originally sourced from GM's
G-body platform , along with the steering knuckle, leaf springs, and differential assembly but
suspension and axles were greatly enhanced. Sport utility models Blazer, Jimmy, Bravada came
with thicker front and rear sway bars. Generally, for the two-wheel drive trucks, the 8. This was
also the year that GM introduced the ZR2 off-road package. For , a driver's side air bag was
added as well as daytime running lights. In the 4. In , the exterior, interior, [5] brakes, and 2. The
SS package was replaced by the "Xtreme" package. In , a crew cab option was added and was
only available with four-wheel drive and an automatic transmission. For the model year, the

regular and extended cab models were discontinued; only the crew cab model was retained.
Base two-wheel drive models came with 15 x 6. On the exterior, the front fascia was redesigned,
and new wheel designs were added. The interior received a full redesign, with "TheftLock"
anti-theft functionality for most radios, improved audio systems including newly-designed
radios , new interior front door panels, an optional combination cassette and CD player radio,
redesigned keyless entry remotes, a new steering wheel, dual airbags , a new instrument cluster
with digital odometer and gear shift indicator for automatic transmission-equipped models, and
new seat fabrics. Leather-trimmed seating surfaces were also introduced for the Crew Cab for
the first time for the model year. Fewer than 3, SSs were produced yearly on average. The SS
was discontinued in and was replaced by the S Xtreme for the model year. The SS included a
limited slip differential, lowered suspension starting with the model year , cosmetic changes
such as a different grille, body-colored bumpers, inch wheels available from to , similar in
design to the and Camaro Z28 with Chevrolet "bowtie" logo center caps , and other minor
cosmetic differences. All SS versions were regular cabs, Xtremes were available with the "third
door" extended cab. A step-side version was available from to and until on the Xtreme. The ZR2
package was an off-road package available for the second generation S In , Isuzu replaced its
P'up with a version of the Louisiana-built Chevrolet S, the Isuzu Hombre , based on the Brazilian
market S the front grille and fenders are based on the Brazilian S along with the truck bed
sheetmetal. The Hombre differed from its GM siblings mostly in the front sheetmetal, with
different lights, grille, front bumper and front fenders, which were more flared out. The rear
quarter panels were also different, as they had a slight flare over the wheel well to match the
front fenders. The Hombre had a much smaller range of equipment options compared to the S
and Sonoma; a Spacecab extended cab, V6 engine and four-wheel drive were added for and
available until Two trim levels were offered: the base S and the uplevel XS. Hombres were also
available with the S's aluminum wheels with Isuzu center caps. Slow sales resulted in
production ending in It would be another six years before Isuzu re-entered the pick-up market
with the i-Series , which formed the basis for the S's successor, the Colorado. Although the
North American version of the S-series was discontinued in , the second generation S was still
being built in Brazil until , when it was replaced by a Brazilian-built version of the Chevrolet
Colorado called the S In Brazil, until , the third generation S offered a 2. Also, for the first time in
Brazil, Chevrolet offered the flex-fuel S with four-wheel drive. For the model, the S received a
facelift and the flex-fuel 2. For , the flex-fuel S now offers an automatic transmission, currently
the market trend on these vehicles in Brazil. Media related to Chevrolet S at Wikimedia
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Trans Sport. City Express. Subcompact car. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Full-size
crossover. S Jimmy. K5 Jimmy. Yukon XL. In the United States , retail sales of four-door Blazer
models ended in fleet sales continued into ; production of two-door models and four-door
models for fleet sales continued until In the Canadian market, four-door models of the Blazer
and Jimmy were sold until the model year and until the model year for the two-door models of
both. The Brazilian variant, based on the second-generation S-series, continues in production in
Brazil with their own sheetmetal stampings as well as in Canada with the Brazilian, Indonesian
and Russian sheetmetal stampings. In North America, the Moraine, Ohio plant produced only

4-door vehicles, with both 2- and 4-door models being produced at Linden, which was the main
assembly plant after the switch some time after from Pontiac, Michigan , which became a
full-size truck plant. The Blazer and Jimmy appeared as models. The S-series Blazer and Jimmy
did not feature removable hardtops like their full-size counterparts and were only offered in a
two-door bodystyle. Base power was provided by GM's 2. Due to emissions laws , a 1. The 1.
The V6 was refitted with a throttle-body fuel injection system for in order to improve
performance and fuel economy. In order for it to keep being competitive, the Blazer and Jimmy
received a new 4. The 2. In March , 4-door versions of the S Blazer and Jimmy were introduced
as a model; the 4-door had a 6. This new grille also did away with the separate metal filler panel
under the grille, since the grille is taller and took its place. Early production models between
March and August were initially available as a four-wheel drive only; 2WD versions commenced
production around Summer This came just months ahead of the introduction of the Ford
Explorer , which replaced the Bronco II; six-and-a-half years after the segment-leading Cherokee
debuted with four doors. The interior was a carryover from with the exception of the center
console and steering wheel X-bar style similar to the one used in the GMT trucks. Also, the "S"
name was dropped from the Jimmy. Sport package had bigger sway bars, slightly modified
suspension and 30x9. Body trim included also black plastic fender flares, front fog lights and
spare tire carrier on the tailgate. This deleted the Manual gear range selector with a 3 position
switch located to the left of the gauge cluster in the same location that the rear defrost button
would be located on non-electronic transfer-case and 2WD model Blazers and Jimmies when
optioned with the electronic transfer case the defrost button assembly is positioned below the
headlight switch. The electronic transfer-case added luxury however there was no neutral
position with the electronic transfer case, so the owner's manual stated that the drive shaft had
to be removed when the vehicle was being towed. The fuel lines, which were routed on the
driver side frame rail to the TBI fuel injectors, were redesigned where the fuel inlets entered the
rear of the engine same as the GMT This was phased in because of the L35 option which used a
similar fuel line setup. The serpentine accessory drive for the 4. From at least onward, all S10
Blazers and Jimmies came with four-wheel anti-lock brakes as standard equipment. The first
two years of the ABS system had axleshafts with pressed-on ABS toner rings, which were
eliminated during the latter half of the model year rear ABS control was now done via the
vehicle speed sensor. A 5-speed manual transmission remained standard through , but only
with the TBI engine. Only the two 4. The grille alongside the S pickup was revised which was a
chrome-plated version of the base work truck grille found on base S pickups , along with the
addition of optional 5-spoke alloy rims for the 2WD model - basically a copy of the 3rd
generation Camaro Z28 15" alloy rim. Although the second generation S-series pickup debuted
in , the S Blazer and Jimmy continued unchanged for that year, with the only significant
changes being a third brake light and the discontinuation of the rear spoiler. The redesigned S
and Sonoma pickups used Ra refrigerant. The S Blazer and Jimmy seem to have used R until
the end of their production run and subsequent replacement with redesigned models that
looked like new-for pickups. The all-new Blazer was introduced in as a model year. This time, it
lost the S prefix for simpler identification, as the full-size K5 Blazer was discontinued. Exterior
and interior size were increased, bumping it up to a mid-sized SUV. This Blazer appealed to
more customers because of the less rugged appearance and rounded styling, and many storage
spacesâ€”a key feature for families. It was available with the 4. In , the interior and exterior
received some cosmetic changes. The makeover offered a new dashboard with larger buttons
and more ergonomically correct driving controls, as well as larger door handles, and headrests
for the rear bench. A passenger airbag is now standard. In , new folding mirrors replaced the old
folding mirrors. For the model year, the truck received a new center console. In , Chevrolet
introduced a limited edition 'TrailBlazer' appearance package that was available as an upgrade
to the LS and LT trims. The Trailblazer's headlamps, which featured daytime running lamps,
would be available on various Blazer models until production ended. Upon introduction of the
Chevrolet TrailBlazer and the GMC Envoy , production continued after their successors came to
the market, with the Jimmy being sold only in Canada and, in the model year, 4-door models
sold to vehicle fleets. Another upscale model was the GMC Envoy. It used the same engines and
had many of the same upgrades as the Bravada. The model Envoy featured an optional upgrade
to High Intensity Discharge headlamps, and several other visual modifications. To celebrate the
30th anniversary of the Jimmy nameplate, the Jimmy Diamond Edition was launched. Not too
different from the Envoy, it featured leather seats with a diamond pattern, special diamond
logos, and an aluminum silver plate along lower sides of the SUV. At the same time, a Blazer
Xtreme only on the 2-door model was added to the lineup, based on the S10 Xtreme. This
sub-model lasted until The ZR2 package was only offered on the 2 door Blazer as the 2 door had
the shorter wheelbase. It had a wider ladder-type frame which made its track approx. It also
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image. All BDS Suspension lift kits come with the security of knowing you purchased the finest
lift kit in the aftermarket suspension industry. We back our commitment to engineering reliable,
quality 4x4 off-road Jeep and truck suspension products with our unique "No BS Hardcore
Lifetime Warranty". If you are the original purchaser of any BDS lift kit and it breaks, we will give
you a new part. Shotpeening increases tensile strength and reduces fatigue while lessening the
material thickness required. The thinner material allows for increased wheel travel and provides
a softer ride. Bolt-style leaf alignment clamps prevent leaves from fanning out and allow the
leaves to twist and flex, yielding higher articulation. Each spring is preset using hydraulic stress
to reduce fatigue in the steel and prevent sagging. Some applications include leaf springs with
steel encased rubber bushings. Other applications include blue urethane bushings. Anti-friction
pads are placed between the leaves to reduce friction within the spring and noise from
metal-to-metal contact. Tapered and roll-pointed leaves add flexibility and provides an even
deflection rate. Tapering allows a smoother transition between leaves as compression takes
place, resulting in a softer ride with increased wheel travel. Springs are either cold wound with
chrome silicon or hot wound with to guarantee long life. BDS coil springs are designed to
withstand full coil bind. In other words, you can smash our coils to totally flat and they will
return to their original height. A polyester based powder coat is applied to ensure flexibility and
durability. Each spring is preset with a hydraulic stress to reduce fatigue in the steel and
prevent sagging. Shotpeening increases tensile strength and allows for maximum wheel travel
without sacrificing the life of the spring. We make every effort to buy American and we hope you
do as well. Buying American ensures that you are getting quality products made from quality
materials. Just as important is the fact that buying American keeps your hard-earned money in
the American economy. This is one of the biggest ways we as consumers can help revitalize the
American economy and strengthen the US dollar. It doesn't matter whether you are buying
clothing, groceries or parts for your truckâ€¦buy American and buy with confidence that your
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STEP 1: Choose lift height. Glide-Ride Leaf Spring Suspension Systems Shotpeening increases
tensile strength and reduces fatigue while lessening the material thickness required. Pro-Ride
Coil Spring Suspension Systems Springs are either cold wound with chrome silicon or hot
wound with to guarantee long life. Email us at mail artfiberglass. Shipping Additional. Phone 1NOTE: Because we make so many parts we are unable to stock everything. Current Time frame
is at 4 to 5 Weeks to ship your parts. Please keep in mind Shipping and Handling Box or Crate is

Extra and will vary depending on your location. All Truck Freight Items must be prepaid. Prices
on this website are subject to change without notice. Email us for Quote at: mail artfiberglass. In
this Picture our stock length Front end and hood is a 6" Lift off Hood. Note: Our cowl hoods are
made for our extended front end,they are also 12 inches longer than stock Some trimming is
required at the rear but you have enough to fit to your windshield! Weight: 24 lbs. Below is one
of our customers S10 trucks with the extended front end with the 6" wide cowl hood. See more
info on the hoods below. Complete mold , S Body, Extended Cab. Opening Doors. Part GTsB.
Part GTs Long Bedsides, 92" long, 45" front to wheel opening center, No lips for tailgate. Lexan
Use only. We Offer 2 Cowl Hoods, the 4" inch Narrow extended and the 6" wide cowl extended
hoods. This Narrow Cowl Hood is 4 inches tall around mid hood and all the way back. Hood
measures 55" inch long and at the cowl is 62" inch long The Width at back of the cowl is about
14" top and 22" at bottom. Note: The above photo is our 4" Narrow cowl Extended Hood. Ships:
Truck Freight All hoods have a closed cell foam laminated in them for stiffeness. Cowls are
longer in the back to go all the way to the windshield. The height inside measured rearward 36
inches from the front edge is about 5 inches high inside. Weight: 14 lbs. Trucks: We offer a wide
range of makes and models in pull trucks. Purchase a complete truck or individual parts. Be
sure to specify 2 wheel or 4 wheel drive. Trucks have no wheel wells! Options: Extended cab on
some models Call for more information Specifications: All pullers have non-opening hoods. We
will not modify wheel openings. Wheel base: Factory standard unless modifications are chosen.
Total weight: lbs. Fits After contacting us to get your shipping costs and full price, you can use
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is a beautiful build out of a original no rust Arizona Chevrolet Pickup. This 57' comes with
Candy Red Mettalic paint, excellent chrome and stainless. Under the hood is a small block
Chevy with all Billett accessories and an Rebuilt V8, Competition cam, Pertronix electronic
ignition, Turbo , Lokar floor shifter, Edelbrock 4bbl, manifold. Power steering, Front disk brakes,
Electric fan. Completely rewired, new wiring With a mostly all original sheet metal body with the
Off the frame restoration. Powered by ci engine and Turbo Engine - stroker, aluminum heads
everything done well in chrome and huge aluminum rad, runs cool with fan set at degrees. Built
by Boyd Coddington. Super charger. Many custom body Mod's. Custom paint. Classic Car
Marketing, Inc. This Chevy This phantom Nomad was fabricated from two 53 Handyman wagons
and one sedan. The top is chopped 2. It is one Repainted red, lowered and has a nasty little
small block with an overdrive automatic transmission and a Login Register. Toggle navigation.
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Special 1. Suburban 6. Superior 1. Tahoe 2. Touring 1. Truck 3. Two-Ten Series Vega 1. Woodie
1. View All. Filter by Year. Apply Filter. Every time I write about a car or truck, no matter the
manufacturer or model year, I find that I am always treated to a history lesson of some sort. It
seems nearly impossible to understand or appreciate automotive history without first
understanding the larger history behind it. This is true of the climate that created the Chevy S10
pickup truck. In response to the Arab oil embargo of the early s and further inspired by the
popularity and success of Japanese pickup trucks later on in the s, Chevy became the very first
of the big three American auto manufacturers to introduce a compact pickup truck. The Chevy
S10 marked the first generation of this compact pickup, valued for its affordability and
customization potential. Affordable, durable, and dependable, the S10 pickup trucks sold from
to and came in two-wheel drive with either four-cylinder or V6 engines. Produced between and ,
the first generation of S10 pickups came in extended or regular cabs, and the regular cab had
two wheelbase options while both body styles came equipped with four or six-cylinder engines.
The four-cylinder was a 2. The second generation brought about more options and features,
including one very unusual addition to the Chevy S10 pickup truck line. Available in regular,
extended, or crew cabs with short or long beds, the second generation of S10 pickup trucks
introduced a variety of package options. In , Chevy introduced the Sportside bed and available
three-door cab. For regular cab short-bed S10s, the ZR2 offered a high-performance V6 engine
with alloy wheels and sport suspension. This package made off-roading a breeze, thanks to its
larger, off-road-ready tires, stronger suspension, and four-wheel drive, which came standard. If
you were a brave and small enough passenger, you could access the fold-down jump seat in the
back through the third-door panel. From to , the rear-wheel drive S10 pickup trucks came
standard with a 2. An available 4. Engine upgrades on the V6 in returned more power and

torque, operated by either a five-speed manual or four-speed automatic transmission. By , the
S10 got a modest makeover, which resulted in a restyled front and nicer interior, equipped with
dual airbags. In , the S10 Xtreme was released, similar to the ZR2, but built more with the
racetrack in mind, compared to the all-terrain of the off-road enthusiast. Standard rear-wheel
drive, the ZR2 stood lower by two inches, and sported body-color grille and bumpers, sport
suspension, and sixteen-inch aluminum wheels. The model year really was the last year for
major changes to the S For , Chevy introduced a five-passenger four-door crew cab S Although
the Chevy S series was a popular line of pickup trucks and they did offer durability and
versatility for an affordable price, reviewers and automotive journalists criticized the lack of
safety features and abundance of low-end materials throughout the interior. Offered on a lease
basis to utility fleets, customers included the U. It was a heavy vehicle at 4, pounds, but its
payload remained approximately pounds. Requiring approximately 2. Of the produced between
the two model years, approximately sixty were sold, making them rare, but not impossible to
find. Far easier to find are any of the Chevy Colorado pickups. By , the Chevy S10 was
discontinued, and immediately replaced by the Chevy Colorado. Still considered a
compact-to-midsize pickup truck, the Colorado was larger across the board than the S10s. For
the model year, the Colorado featured three-inch longer wheelbases, totaling either The
Colorado was longer overall by approximately two inches and sat taller and wider than the S
Supported by a more rigid frame, the Colorado came equipped with either a hp Vortec
all-aluminum DOHC valve, four-cylinder engine or a boosted hp Vortec all-aluminum DOHC
valve, five cylinder. The Colorado is still designed as a mid-size pickup truck that can handle a
lot of different tasks and look great while doing it. Too often, there are only choices for people
who want something small, like a compact SUV, and those who are looking for a massive
heavy-duty option, without something for everyone else. Chevy has designed the Colorado as a
balance between work and play, and that philosophy is apparent from every aspect of this truck.
After all, whether you are loading up the bed with drywall or pulling a trailer full of equipment,
you want to make sure your truck can get the job done. There are several different
configurations available for the Chevy Colorado, depending on exactly what you need it to do
for you. You can choose either a crew cab or extended cab, and the crew cab can come with
either a short box or a long box â€” though the extended can only come with a long box. Any of
those three configuration options, however, can be selected with either 2WD or AWD,
depending on the drive type you want. Speaking of engines, there are three different engines
available for the Chevy Colorado, which affects just how powerful the truck is and what it can
handle. There is a 2. If you want, you can step that up to a 3. Finally, there is a 2. What does all
of this mean? Well, when properly configured and equipped, the Chevy Colorado has a
maximum towing capacity of 7, lbs. On top of that it has a maximum payload capacity of 1, lbs.
Sure, that falls short compared to a heavy-duty pickup, but as a balanced truck designed to
handle both work and play, this is a perfect experience. Remember that impressive towing
capacity and maximum payload that is great for work? When Friday afternoon rolls around you
can unhook your work trailer, leave 6, lbs. There are numerous trim levels and upgrade options
available on the Colorado so you can make it just as comfortable as you want it to be. Interested
in going off-road with your mid-size pickup? Then check out the ZR2 trim level. The ZR2
includes an integrated trailer brake controller, off-road suspension, and increased clearance
with inch wheels to keep you rolling all weekend long. It also includes great luxury upgrades
like leather-appointed front seats, an 8-inch Infotainment system, 6-speaker audio system, and
multiple USB ports for connectivity and charging devices. It has heated driver and front
passenger seats along with a leather-wrapped steering wheel and automatic climate control.
Plus you get great safety features with the LT such as an HD rear vision camera, StabiliTrak with
electronic traction control, and a Teen Driver system for helping new drivers learn safe habits. I
could go on with more upgrades and details, more safety features, and all sorts of additional
options you can choose from with the Chevy Colorado, but I thin
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k you get the idea. With the Colorado, the legacy of the Chevy S10 continues through excellent
engineering, great overall design choices, and a clear vision for a truck designed for people in
the middle between small pickups and heavy-duty models. The Chevy S10 was built on the idea
that truck drivers wanted a pickup that could handle both work and play equally well and get
any job done, while still treating you right on the weekend. Even though the name has changed,
that design goal and attitude have not. Celebrated by consumers and industry authorities alike
since it was first introduced in , theâ€¦. Your email address will not be published. Save my

name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Related Posts. All too
often, our attention is drawnâ€¦. Buying a Used Chevy Equinox at McCluskey Chevy Celebrated
by consumers and industry authorities alike since it was first introduced in , theâ€¦. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

